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ABSTRACT
High-dimensional tensor models are notoriously computationally
expensive to train. We present a meta-learning algorithm, MRTL,
that can significantly speed up the process for spatial tensor models.
MRTL leverages the property that spatial data can be viewed at mul-
tiple resolutions, which are related by coarsening and finegraining
from one resolution to another. Using this property, MRTL learns a
tensor model by starting from a coarse resolution and iteratively
increasing the model complexity. In order to not "over-train" on
coarse resolution models, we investigate an information-theoretic
fine-graining criterion to decide when to transition into higher-
resolution models. We provide both theoretical and empirical evi-
dence for the advantages of this approach. When applied to two
real-world large-scale spatial datasets for basketball player and ani-
mal behavior modeling, our approach demonstrate 3 key benefits:
1) it efficiently captures higher-order interactions (i.e., tensor latent
factors), 2) it is orders of magnitude faster than fixed resolution
learning and scales to very fine-grained spatial resolutions, and 3)
it reliably yields accurate and interpretable models.
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1 INTRODUCTION
We study the problem of learning high-dimensional tensor models
from large-scale high-resolution spatial data. Such models can com-
pactly describe multi-way correlations between predictive features
that are spatially distributed. For example, in competitive basketball
play, given the positions of all players in the court, we can predict
whether a player will shoot at the basket using a high-dimensional
tensor model. Previous research on individual player models has
demonstrated the effectiveness of matrix latent factor models [24].
For joint team behavior, we can model a basketball player’s profile
by learning the latent factors among offensive team positions, de-
fending team positions and the player’s own profile, which can be
modeled by a tensor latent factor model.
This paper addresses two major challenges for learning spatial
tensor models. First, we study scalability, as high resolution spatial
tracking data is large-scale. Computational methods usually involve
fine-grained spatial discretization, leading to high-dimensional ten-
sors that are computationally slow and expensive to train.
In addition to scalability, we are also interested in learning inter-
pretable models. Apart from accurate prediction, we also wish to
learn latent factors that can provide insights for domain experts.
Figure 1: Comparison of learned latent factors for basketball
shot prediction. Left: interpretable latent factors learned by
ourmulti-resolutionmethod. Right: uninterpretable factors
learned by learning at fixed resolution. Despite similar ac-
curacy, the uninterpretable profile is noisy and not spatially
smooth, whereas the interpretable profile shows basketball
shooting hotspots that are relevant for prediction.
For instance, the latent factors in basketball player models could
correspond to player performance profiles, revealing hidden traits
and commonalities among players.
Towards scalable learning of interpretable tensor latent factor
models, a key technical challenge is their non-convex nature [23]:
optimization algorithms can converge to different local optima,
depending on the model initialization. Hence, a good initialization
is critical for obtaining accurate and interpretable latent factors.
For instance, Figure 1 shows two basketball shooting profiles with
similar prediction accuracy, learned using the same optimization
algorithm (gradient descent). Using a good initialization yields an
interpretable solution, while a random initialization does not.
Our Contributions. Thus we are interested in answering how we
can efficiently learn both accurate and interpretable tensor mod-
els from high-resolution spatial data. In this paper, we present a
novel meta-learning algorithm: multi-resolution tensor learning
(MRTL), that can 1) learn a good initialization, 2) automatically con-
trol when to fine-grain, and 3) easily scale to high-dimensional
tensors. More importantly, the multi-resolution learning scheme
yields interpretable solutions that are spatially smooth and relevant
for the prediction tasks.
MRTL is based on three key insights. First, to obtain good ini-
tializations, instead of directly learning the latent factors from a
random initialization, we can first learn a full-rank parameter ten-
sor and use the factors from this parameter tensor as initialization.
An analogous approach for matrix latent factor models has been
shown in [12, 24] to yield interpretable factors capturing cohesive
spatial semantics.
Second, to avoid the curse of dimensionality, we leverage the
characteristics of spatial data and learn iteratively at multiple reso-
lutions. At a high-level, the multi-resolution training has two stages:
in the first stage, we learn a full tensor model using multi-resolution
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and factorize it as initialization for the latent factor model. In the sec-
ond stage, we train the latent factor model using multi-resolutions:
starting at a coarse resolution and fine-graining the latent factors
during training. We prove that the resulting algorithm is faster
by a logarithmic factor of the Lipschitz constant of the objective
function and the estimation error.
Third, we investigate fine-graining criteria. One simple criterion
is to measure training loss convergence. However, it requires a pre-
set threshold, which does not easily reflect the spatial distribution at
different granularities. We thus take an information theoretical ap-
proach by monitoring the entropy of the gradients distribution for
every grid cell, which we refer to as spatial entropy. We found this
fine-graining criterion to be more effective than loss convergence.
In summary, our main contributions are:
• We present MRTL: a multi-resolution meta-algorithm to learn
spatial latent factor models and a number of instantiations
using various fine-graining criteria.
• We theoretically analyze MRTL and show that it converges
faster to a similar accuracy than training at a fixed resolution.
• We empirically show that using gradient statistics, (e.g. gradi-
ent entropy), is an effective transition control method across
hyperparameters and can outperform loss convergence.
• Weempirically demonstrate orders-of-magnitude faster learn-
ing than conventional fixed-resolution training.
• We show that our approach reliably and efficiently yields
interpretable spatial latent factor models on real-world bas-
ketball and animal tracking data.
2 RELATEDWORK
Modeling spatial data enjoys a long history in the data mining
community [13]. Recent applications include urban air quality pre-
diction [5], social media recommendation [22], and event detection
[25], among others. In this work, we studymulti-agent tracking data
extracted from high-fidelity tracking cameras. Such spatial data
contains high resolution information and are large-scale (cameras
operate at high frequency and every frame is one data point).
Latent factor models have been a popular method for spatial
data modeling [3, 17, 24]. By projecting the raw data into a low-
dimensional space, latent factor models can encode patterns such
as spatial clustering. However, most existing latent factor models
have only focused on capturing two-way interactions (such as user-
location matrix models [10]). For multi-agent behavior modeling,
we extend the matrix latent factor model to capture multi-way
correlations among agents, resulting in a tensor latent factor model.
For instance, we can build a “player × offense position × defense
position” tensor model for basketball plays.
Tensor models have recently gained considerable attention (cf.
[6, 16, 20]), but are still of limited applicability due to computa-
tional, data sparsity, and memory efficiency concerns. There are
many efforts to scale up tensor computation, such as random pro-
jection (sketching) [21], parallel computing [1], or utilizing sparsity
structure [15]. In this work, we take a top-down approach to learn a
tensor model at multiple resolutions. The multi-resolution training
procedure takes advantage of the spatial characteristics of the raw
data, and is generically applicable to different tensor models and
optimization algorithms.
Our approach bears affinity to other multi-stage meta-algorithms
(e.g., [7]) and the multi-grid method in PDE analysis. For instance,
[2] studies multi-grid methods in the context of dynamic program-
ming. In the machine learning community, our method is also
related to multi-resolution sparse approximation [11]. For example,
[9] studies multi-resolution matrix factorization based on wavelets
theory. [18] proposes a multi-resolution heuristic for tensor factor-
ization. In contrast, we study multi-resolution learning for tensor
models and also provide theoretical analysis for its convergence.
3 TENSOR LATENT FACTOR MODELS
We motivate the tensor latent factor model using the example of
competitive basketball play. Suppose we have na players and want
to predict whether a basketball player a (a = 1 . . .na ) takes a shot
at the basket (binary label ya = ±1). We first discretize the court
using a grid withm cells (positions x ∈ Rm ) and then construct a
binary feature vector ϕ(x) ∈ Rm using the positions of all other
players on the court. The prediction problem can be formulated as:
P(ya = 1|x) = ⟨wa ,ϕ(x)⟩ + ba , ϕ(x) = (0 . . . 1 . . . 0), (1)
where wa ∈ Rm are the weight parameters for the grid cells and
ba is the bias unit. The weightswa encodes how likely a basketball
player will shoot from a given position on the basketball court.
Matrix Latent Factor Models. In matrix form, (1) is equivalent to
the following model:
fa (x) =
∑
b
Wabϕb (x) + ba , (2)
where fa (x) is the prediction function for player a, and the matrix
W concatenates the parameter vectors {wa }. Latent factor models
assume there exist low-dimensional representations of the weights.
Hence the parameter matrix factorizes into two matrices A and B
with K components:
Wab =
∑
k
AakBbk . (3)
These latent factors can represent players’ behavioral profiles at
different positions on the court.
Tensor Latent Factor Models. The limitation of the matrix latent
factor model in (2) is that it can only capture the correlation be-
tween the ballhandler and all other players. In order to learn rich
behaviors between teams, we need to explicitly model multi-way
dependencies and generalize to high-order models. In the basketball
example, we separately construct a feature vector ϕ(x),ψ (x) ∈ Rd
for the offense and defense team positions, respectively, and model
the multi-way interactions as:
fa (x) =
∑
bc
Wabcϕb (x)ψc (x) + ba . (4)
HereW is an order 3 weight tensor. To encode low-dimensional
structure, we assume the weight tensorW factorizes:
Wabc =
K∑
k=1
AakBbkCck , (5)
which corresponds to a CP tensor model [8]. In this case, K is
called the tensor rank. In general, given some input x and feature
2
Figure 2: Prediction process using tensor latent factormodel,
from full-rank tensor to latent factor model.
transformation functions ϕ(·) andψ (·), tensor latent factor models
aim to learn a function fa (x) for each prediction task a, such that:
fa (x) =
∑
bc
K∑
k=1
AakBbkCckϕb (x)ψc (x) + ba , (6)
where A,B,C are the latent factors, ba is a bias unit and a indexes
prediction tasks. It is straightforward to generalize (6) to other
tensor models and higher orders. Figure 2 depicts the model details.
The dimension of the weight tensor relates to the discretization
size of the spatial data. The main motivation for considering dis-
cretizations is that they allow us to learn flexible non-parametric
models. In contrast, traditional parametric models such as spatial
point processes [12] have strong assumptions on the form of the
spatial correlations (e.g. the generating process is a distribution
P(y |x) with multiple modes or has a cyclic factorization structure),
which can be hard to learn using conventional learning methods.
Tensormodels explicitly capture higher-order correlations among
the tasks and spatial features. The learned latent factors can also
be more interpretable due to the multi-linear nature (in the spatial
feature dimensions). For example, if we see the prediction function
f (x) = P(y |x) as a distribution and ϕb (x),ψc (x) are 1-hot vectors
that encode spatial occupancy, the columns B ·k andC ·k (for a fixed
k) can be interpreted as smooth spatial probability distributions,
representing players’ shooting profile.
The cost of using such models, however, is that they lead to a
hard non-convex optimization problem and can suffer frommultiple
local optima. Moreover, different initializations can lead to more or
less interpretable models. They are also computationally expensive
to train, making them infeasible for large-scale high resolution
spatial data. Hence, the goal of our multi-resolution method is to
efficiently find accurate and interpretable solutions in this setting.
4 MULTI-RESOLUTION LEARNING
We now describe our approach for training interpretable spatial
latent factor models, such as the tensor model W in (4). In this
section, for simplicity we consider only fine-graining a single di-
mension ofW, although our analysis can be easily generalized.
Initialization from Factorization. The non-convex nature of the
tensor model requires a good initialization. We obtain this by factor-
izing a trained full-rank tensor model as in (6) and using the factors
as initializations. This approach has been shown to be effective in
learning predictive spatial patterns [12, 24]. We also have similar
observations in our experiments.
Iterative Fine-graining. It is generally not tractable in memory to
learn a high-dimensional tensor latent factor model, that operates
at some high resolution. To make training feasible, the main idea
of our algorithm is iterative fine-graining.
We will denote the resolution (i.e. size of a grid cell) as di , which
is inversely proportional to the number of grid cellsmi .
During the first (full-rank) phase, we start training with a full-
rank modelWd0 that operates at a coarse resolution d0 and increase
the spatial resolution of the data andmodel using a sequence of reso-
lutions d0,d1, . . . ,df . That is, instead of learningW ∈ R...×mf ×... ,
we learn a sequence of {Wdi ∈ R...×mi×...}. When moving to a
higher resolution, we use the learned weightsWdi to initialize the
next weightsWdi+1 , by scaling upWdi along the spatial dimension.
We leverage the fact that spatial data can be viewed at multiple
resolutions. Lower resolution models can provide good initializa-
tions for higher resolution models with high accuracy. To determine
when to transition, we study different fine-graining criterion, which
we discuss in section 4.2.
In the second phase, we apply a tensor factorization to Wdi
at resolution df as initialization. We use a similar fine-graining
procedure for the latent factor model to the final resolution dn . The
resolution df is determined by considering the memory require-
ments of the model at different resolutions. This meta-algorithm is
outlined in Algorithm 1 and depicted in Figure 3.
4.1 Computational Complexity Analysis
We analyze the computational complexity for MRTL (Algorithm 1).
Intuitively, as most of the training iterations are spent on coarser
resolutions with fewer number of parameters, multi-resolution
training is more efficient than fixed-resolution training.
In this section, we formalize this intuition and give a rigorous
analysis of MRTL. The analysis is based on the multi-grid method
[19] commonly used in partial differential equation analysis.
We denote the label y ∈ Rna , features ϕ(x) ∈ Rm , ψ (x) ∈ Rm′
and weight tensorW ∈ Rna×m×m′ . The prediction model is:
f (x ;W)a =
∑
ab
Wabcϕ(x)bψ (x)c + ba . (7)
Denote the objective function asL(x ,y, f (x ;W)) , MRTL (Algorithm
1) aims to solve the optimization problem:
min
W
E(x,y)∼P [L(x ,y, f (x ;W))]. (8)
where L is the logistic loss. MRTL follows gradient descent:
W ←W − λ∇LW. (9)
We first start with the coarsest resolution d0 (discretization size),
compute an initial estimate Wd0 , and keep iterating until Wd0
satisfies certain fine-graining criteria. Then we replace d0 with
d0/2 and useWd0 as an initialization for the next level.
In general, this iterative fine-graining procedure yields a se-
quence of discretization sizes [d0,d1, · · · ,dn ]. Suppose for each
resolution d , we use the following as the fine-graining criterion:
∥Wt (d ) −Wt (d )−1∥ ≤ C0d
α(1 − α) . (10)
where t(d) is the number of iterations needed at level d . The al-
gorithm terminates when the estimation error reaches C0d(1−α )2 . We
now show that MRTL reduces the number of computation steps.
3
Algorithm 1 MRTL: Memory-efficient multi-resolution training
with spatial entropy control
1: Input: Tensor weights Wd0 (e.g. Equation (4)), data D , features Ψ.
2: for each resolution di ∈
{
d1, . . . , df
}
do
3: # For definition of resolution, see Section 4.
4: SGD-se
(Wdi ) # see Algorithm 2.
5: end for
6: TensorFactorsdf = Factorize(Wdf ) # e.g. A, B, C in Equation (6).
7: for each resolution di ∈
{
df +1, . . . , dn
}
do
8: SGD-se
(
TensorFactorsdi
)
9: end for
10: return TensorFactorsdn
Algorithm 2 SGD-se: Stochastic gradient descent with spatial en-
tropy control
1: Input: Wd , data-set D , features Ψ, length-T rolling window gradient
buffer H .
2: while termination condition (e.g. Condition (28)) not true do
3: Gradient descent step on Wdi using minibatch B
4: Add gradient {д(x, y)}(x,y)∈B to H
5: end while
6: Finegrain(Wdi )
7: return Wdi+1
Figure 3: Depicting our multi-stage training, which starts
with a coarse-grained full-rank model, and concludes on a
fine-grained latent factor model. See Algorithm 1 and Algo-
rithm 2 for more details.
This is done by first formulating a gradient descent update as a
fixed point iteration operator F 1:
W ← F (W), F := I − λ∇L. (11)
Assume the objective function is Lipschitz continuous, with a con-
traction constant of α ∈ (0, 1), meaning:
∥F (W) − F (W ′)∥ ≤ α ∥W −W ′∥. (12)
The following main theorem characterizes the speed-up gained
by multi-resolution training w.r.t. the contraction factor α and the
terminal estimation error ϵ .
Theorem 4.1. Suppose the fixed point iteration operator (gradient
descent) for the optimization algorithm has a contraction factor (Lip-
schitz constant) of α , the multi-resolution training procedure is faster
than that of the fixed resolution algorithm by a factor of log 1(1−α )ϵ ,
with ϵ as the terminal estimation error.
1Stochastic gradient descent converges to a noise ball instead of a fixed point.
We prove several useful Lemmas before proving the main The-
orem 4.1. We first analyze the computational cost of the fixed-
resolution algorithm.
Lemma 4.2. Given a fixed point iteration operator with a contrac-
tion factor of α , the computational complexity of a fixed-resolution
training for a p-order tensor with rank r is
T = O
(
1
| logα | · log
1
(1 − α)ϵ ·
(
rp
(1 − α)2ϵ
))
. (13)
Proof. At a high level, we prove this by choosing a small enough
resolution d such that the approximation error is bounded with a
fixed number of iterations. LetW⋆d be the optimal estimate at level
d andWt be the estimate at step t . Then we have
∥W⋆ −Wt ∥ ≤ ∥W⋆ −W⋆d ∥ + ∥W⋆d −Wt ∥ ≤ ϵ . (14)
Choose a fixed resolution d that is small enough such that
∥W⋆ −W⋆d ∥ ≤
ϵ
2 , (15)
then the termination criteria ∥W⋆ − W⋆d ∥ ≤
C0d
(1−α )2 gives d =
Ω((1 − α)2ϵ). InitializeW0 = 0 and iterate over t times such that:
α t
2(1 − α) ∥F (W
0)∥ ≤ ϵ2 , (16)
SinceW0 = 0, ∥F (W0)∥ ≤ 2C , we obtain that
t ≤ 1| logα | · log
2C
(1 − α)ϵ , (17)
Note that for an order p tensor with rank r , the computational
complexity of every iteration in MRTL is O(rp/d) with d as the
discretization size. Hence, the computational complexity of the
fixed resolution training is
T = O
(
1
| logα | · log
1
(1 − α)ϵ ·
( rp
d
))
= O
(
1
| logα | · log
1
(1 − α)ϵ ·
(
rp
(1 − α)2ϵ
))
. □
In the multi-resolution setting, the spatial weights that are learned
can be seen as a distribution that is approximated by its values
at finitely many points. Given a spatial discretization d , we can
construct an operator Fd that learns discretized tensor weights.
The next Lemma relates the estimation error with resolution:
Lemma 4.3. [14] For each resolution level [d0,d1, · · · ,dn ], there
exists a constant C1 and C2, such that the fixed point iteration with
the discretization size d has an estimation error:
F (W) − Fd (W) ≤ C1 + αC2∥W∥d . (18)
Proof. See [14] for the details. □
We have obtained the discretization error for the fixed point op-
eration at any resolution. Next we analyze the number of iterations
t(d) needed at each resolution d before fine-graining.
Lemma 4.4. For every resolution d ∈ [d0,d1, · · · ,dm ], there exists
a constant C ′, such that the number of iterations t(d) before fine-
graining satisfies:
t(d) ≤ C ′/log |α |. (19)
4
Proof. We know that d0 = 2d1 = 4d2 = . . .. At resolution d , by
using the estimate from the last level as initialization, we have:
Wt (2d )2d =W0d . (20)
where we use the subscript to index the solution at a given resolu-
tion. By combining Lemma 18 and the fine-graining criteria in (10),
we can guarantee the estimation error per iteration:
∥Fd (W0d ) −W0d ∥ = ∥Fd (W
t (2d )
2d )) −W
t (2d )
2d ∥
≤ ∥Fd (Wt (2d )2d ) − F (W
t (2d )
2d )∥ + ∥F (W
t (2d )
2d ) −W
t (2d )
2d ∥)
≤ (C1 + αC2∥Wt (2d )2d ∥)d
+ ∥F (Wt (2d )2d ) − F2d (W
t (2d )
2d ))∥ + ∥F2d (W
t (2d )
2d )) −W
t (2d )
2d )∥
≤ (C1 + αC2∥Wt (2d )2d ∥)d + (C1 + αC2∥W
t (2d )
2d ∥)2d + α
C0d
α(1 − α) .
According to the fixed point iteration definition, we have:
∥Fd (Wt (d )) −Wt (d ))∥ ≤ α t (d )−1∥Fd (W0d ) −W0d ∥ ≤ C ′d
Thus the number of iterations satisfies t(d) ≤ C ′/log |α | for all
resolutions. □.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By combining Lemmas 4.4 and the compu-
tational cost per iteration, we can compute the total computational
cost for our MRTL algorithm, which is proportional to the total
number of iterations for all resolutions:
T = O
(
1
| logα |
[(dn/rp)−1 + (2dn/rp)−1 + (4dn/rp)−1 + · · · ] )
= O
(
1
| logα |
(
rp
dn
) [
1 + 12 +
1
4 + · · ·
] )
= O
(
1
| logα |
(
rp
dn
) [ 1 − ( 12 )n
1 − 12
])
= O
(
1
| logα |
(
rp
(1 − α)2ϵ
))
, (21)
where the last step uses the termination criterion in (10) dn =
Ω((1−α)2ϵ). Comparing with the complexity analysis for the fixed
resolution algorithm in Lemma 4.2, we complete the proof. □
finegrain
Figure 4: Gradient distribution for a toymodel duringmulti-
resolution training. At the coarse level, the distribution has
µ = 0 at convergence, whereas at a higher resolution, the dis-
tributions for the finegrained weights have non-zero mean.
4.2 Fine-Graining Criteria
Given the structure of MRTL (Algorithm 1), the key technical ques-
tion is which fine-graining criterion to use at each stage. In Theo-
rem 4.1, we showed the improved convergence speed when using
loss-convergence as a transition criterion. We now propose several
fine-graining criteria to instantiate MRTL, that empirically outper-
form loss-convergence.
Loss convergence. Intuitively, one simple fine-graining condition
is when training at the present resolution converges (which mimics
the termination condition for iterative training of sparse models
[7]). That is, at training step t , we check whether:
|Lt − Lt | < τL , (22)
where Lt is the historical mean loss and τL is a threshold. However,
since the model at each resolution is used to initialize the training
for the next resolution, the converged model at the current resolu-
tion might not be the best initialization for the next resolution (i.e.,
training might be overfitting to the coarser resolution).
Using Gradient Statistics. Given the spatial nature of the model
weights (6), we can use more finegrained information during train-
ing by analyzing the gradient distribution during training. Intu-
itively, spatial resolution di is too coarse when the data prefers
much more fine-grained curvature, as evidenced by substantial
disagreement in the gradients between resolution di and di+1. For
example, consider learning a linear binary classifier f as in (1):
w∗ = argminwE(x,y)∼P [L(x ,y, f (x ;w))] , (23)
where x ∈ R and we consider two resolutions:m1 = 1 cells and
m2 = 2 cells. Suppose we optimize w using
w← w + ∆w, ∆w = −λh(дw;θ ), (24)
where λ is the learning-rate, h is a (nonlinear) optimizer with pa-
rameters θ and the true gradient is
дw = E(x,y)∼P [∇wL(x ,y, f (x ;w))] . (25)
Consider the situation that 1) during training at resolution d1 the
model has converged tow∗ = 0 and 2) the ground truth model at
resolution d2 is w∗ = (+1,−1). In this case, at the coarse resolution
d1 the distribution P(дw(x ,y)) of the point-wise gradient дw(x ,y) =
∇wL(x ,y, f (x ;w)) has mean µ ≈ 0 (and some variance σ > 0).
However, if we fine-grain the model, the (distribution of) gradients
for the higher-resolutions weightsw1 andw2 have non-zero mean:
the mean gradient дw1 (x ,y) will be negative and дw2 (x ,y) positive.
This is illustrated in Figure 4.
More generally, we can quantify disagreement between gradients
at multiple resolutions via the statistics µ,σ and entropy S of the
(empirical) gradient distribution of all weights w at resolutions di :
S
(
дwi
)
= Eдw(x,y) [log P (дw(x ,y))] . (26)
Intuitively, when the entropy S
(
дwi
)
is high, the gradients of the
current discretization are increasingly disagreeing with each other
and training can benefit from finegraining. More formally, we can
express this via the information gain:
Ii,i+1 = S
(
дwi
) − S (дwi+1 ) , (27)
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Name Range Name Range
Learning-rate λ 10−5 − 10−1 τl 10−6 − 10−2
Gradient buffer window T 10 - 1000 τS 10−6 − 10−0
L1-regularization 10−5 − 10−1 τµ 10−8 − 10−2
L2-regularization 10−5 − 10−1 τσ 10−8 − 10−1
Criterion check frequency ω 10 − 1000
Table 1: Search range for SGD-se hyperparameters and fine-
graining criterion hyperparamters.
If Ii,i+1 > 0, the gradient will have lower entropy at the higher
resolution and finegraining could be beneficial.2
However, in practice it is infeasible to compute information gain,
as this requires gradient statistics at a higher resolution. As a proxy
to (27) we can instead use a simpler condition: finegrain when for
≥ p% of the weights in w the entropy S exceeds a margin τ :
for ≥ p% weightsw j : S
(
дw ij
)
> τ , (28)
where τ and p are tunable hyperparameters.
Moment-based thresholds. We can define other criteria based on
gradient statistics: finegrain if for at least p% of the weights:
σ -threshold: σt > τσ , (29)
µ,σ -threshold: σt > τσ and |µt | < τµ . (30)
where µt , σ 2t are the gradient mean and variance at step t and
τ ·s are tunable hyperparameters. σ -thresholding is a more coarse
statistic compared to the entropy S : if the gradient distribution is
non-Gaussian or multimodal S can capture higher-order statistics as
well. µ,σ -thresholding also tracks whether training has converged
(µ ≈ 0) according to the gradients.
5 BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS
To validate our approach, we demonstrate that our multi-resolution
method converges faster than fixed-resolution training on two real-
world datasets: basketball shots and fruit-fly behavior prediction.
Furthermore, we show that using spatial gradient statistics, such
as its entropy, outperforms using loss convergence and provide
a sensitivity analysis of the various transition criteria. Finally, in
Section 6, we show that our learned models are interpretable.
For both datasets, we learn a tensor model for multi-task predic-
tion, where we instantiate the model (6) as a sum of low-rankWL
and sparseWS tensors:
P(ya |x) =
∑
abc
(WLabc +WSabc )ϕb (x)ψc (x), (31)
WLabc =
K∑
k=1
AakBbkCck , WSabc =
K∑
k=1
UakVbkWck ,
where a ∈ A indexes the tasks. A key motivation for this decom-
position is that L, S can capture semantically meaningful profiles
(spatially dense and smooth, or sparse and peaky).
2This is analogous to the use of information gain for decision tree regularization.
Figure 5: Left: Fly-vs-Fly angles: facing angles (1), (3), inter-
fly angle (2),minimal (4) andmaximal wing angle (5)). Right:
sample frame with ballhandler (red) and defensive players
(green). Only players close to the ballhandler are used.
Empirical Gradient Distribution. During training, we estimate
the gradient distribution P(дw(x ,y)) by recording the empirical
minibatch gradients and their statistics µ,σ , S over a rolling window
of T training steps. While collecting gradients, the weights w are
typically updated too, introducing a bias in the gradient statistics, as
gradients are computed for different models at each step. However,
we found empirically that using (28) remains effective.
Experiments. First, we compared MRTLwith fixed-resolution train-
ing. Secondly, we compared the various fine-graining criteria (en-
tropy divergence, loss convergence, σ -threshold, µ,σ -threshold) as
described in section 4.2. We instantiated MRTL by adaptively upscal-
ing the model B,C,V ,W and features ϕb and ψc as in Algorithm
1, checking transition criteria each ω = 100 steps for p = 10% and
various τ . All models were trained using Adam using cross-entropy
loss and L2 (L1) regularization for the dense (sparse) factors. We
selected optimal hyperparameters for all models using a grid search
over hyperparameters (see Table 1). For the sensitivity analysis, we
used the τ s as in Table 1.
5.1 Datasets
Basketball tracking data. We evaluated our method on basketball
shot prediction, where the tasks correspond to unique basketball
players, indexed by a, and our multi-task model predicts whether
player a will shoot at the basket immediately after frame xα (α
indexes the dataset). We used a large player tracking dataset BBShot
[24, 26] that includes hundreds of players and covers millions of
game frames captured during competitive basketball gameplay. For
each frame xα , we have binary labels yα,a ∈ {−1,+1}: whether
player a will (not) shoot at the basket in frame xα . The features are
1-hot vectorsϕ(xα ) ∈ {0, 1}2000 for the locationb of the ballhandler
and ψ (xα ) ∈ {0, 1}144 for the defenders in a 12 × 12 grid around
the ballhandler. At full resolution, the court is discretized using a
50 × 40 grid of 2000 cells of size 1 × 1. For lower resolutions, we
used 2 × 2, 3 × 3 and 4 × 4 cells.
Caltech Fly-vs-Fly. The Caltech Fly-vs-Fly behavior dataset Fly-
vs-Fly [4] consists of several million video-frames of 2 fruit-flies,
labeled by neuro-biologists with 10 behavioral fly actions: touch,
wing threat, charge, lunge, hold, tussle, wing extension, circle, copula-
tion attempt, copulation. The goal is to predict whether either fly
performs any of these 10 actions in video frame xα . Here, the tasks
are the actions indexed by a and the binary labels yα,a ∈ {−1,+1}
correspond to whether an action a is present in frame xα or not.
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Figure 6: Left: training a full-rank tensormodel using MRTL (1)withω = 100 onBBShot. Colors indicate training stages. For visual
clarity, only best runs for fixed-resolution, loss-convergence and entropy-thresholding are shown. Baseline 1 (dark green):
training a fixed-resolution fine-grained model is orders of magnitude slower. Baseline 2 (indicated by *): fine-graining using
gradient entropy control (green, purple) with 20 histogram bins converges faster than loss-convergence (red, orange). Middle:
training a factored tensor model using iteratively fine-graining outperforms a fixed-resolution approach. Right: Learning a
factorized model (31) on Fly-vs-Fly. Using gradient statistics converges ≈ 50% faster than fixed-resolution learning.
Loss-threshold: 0.62 Full-rank 0.64 Factor
Criterion Minimal time (s) Mean Minimal Mean
Fixed Resolution 18358 - 106 -
Loss-conv 639 10141 96 99
Entropy-threshold 541 4258 40 42
σ -threshold 356 2453 55 56
µ,σ -threshold 292 677 880 894
Table 2: Minimal and mean time to reach a loss when over-
fitting starts on BBShot-200k across 20 runs, with full and
factorizedmodel (6) (as in Figure 7). Using gradient statistics
reaches the loss threshold consistently significantly faster.
The dataset includes 12 pose and spatial features, including the
velocity and the wing angles of a single fly, and pairwise features,
such as the distance and angle between the two flies (see Figure 5).
5.2 Accuracy and Convergence Speed
We compare MRTL with fixed-resolution learning. Moreover, we
compare a number of fine-graining criteria: fine-graining when the
loss has converged versus spatial entropy control. For the latter, we
used condition (28) to determine when to fine-grain. Figure 6 and
Table (2) show our results using models with total latent dimension
20.3 The left plot shows the results for the full-rank model, which
is usually the more computationally intensive part. We see that
our multi-stage approach dramatically outperforms (by multiple
orders-of-magnitude) a naive approach which only uses the finest
resolution.4 Moreover, spatial entropy control outperforms, by an
order-of-magnitude, using the loss as a termination criterion.
The right plot shows the performance of MRTL on the latent factor
model after initializing using a factorized model of the previous
stage. We see that the learning objective continues to decrease as
learning enters what is essentially a fine-tuning phase.5
3Performance trend is stable for a wide range of latent dimensions, omitted for brevity.
4Note that for more complex models, the naive approach would not even fit in memory.
5Note the absolute objective of the un-factorized model is lower than the latent-factor
model because the former has more degrees of freedom and is overfitting.
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Figure 7: Sensitivity of MRTL for 4 transition criteria (e.g. (28))
to hyperparameters τ and p = 10% on BBShot-200k using a
full-rank (top) and a factored model (6) (bottom). For each
criterion, we sampled 20 τ s uniformly and show the mean
and variance of the converging runs as they start to overfit.
5.3 Sensitivity Analysis
To evaluate the efficiency and transition behavior using the transi-
tion criteria from Section 4.2, we evaluated their sensitivity to the
threshold parameters τ . For this, we used BBShot-200k with 200k
BBShot examples and evaluated Algorithm 1 using a random search
over τ . The results are in Table 2 and Figure 7. We see that using
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(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 8: Row 1: smooth defender profiles Cck (k = 1, 2, 3, 4),
row 3: sparse Wck (k = 5, 6, 7, 8) showing how defenders
around the ballhandler influence the probability of a shot at
the basket. The ballhandler is located at (6, 3) (greenmarker)
and the vertical points towards the basket. Row 2: smooth
ballhandler shooting profiles Bbk (k = 1, 2, 3, 4), row 4: sparse
Vbk (k = 5, 6, 7, 8). The basket is located at the dot at (5.25, 20)
and the 3-point line is the large arc. All profiles are normal-
ized (red: positive, blue: negative).
gradient statistics ((28), (29)) consistently outperforms loss con-
vergence in the short-term (σ -threshold) and long-term (entropy-
threshold). We empirically find that µ,σ -threshold is harder to sta-
bilize than other criteria, although it can outperform other methods.
6 ANALYSIS OF INTERPRETABLE SOLUTIONS
We now qualitatively evaluate a learned model (31) that demon-
strates that our meta-algorithm MRTL (Algorihm (1)) can learn com-
pact representations of semantic knowledge. We show that:
• The latent factors are interpretable: they capture character-
istic basketball shooting profiles and spatial fly behavior.
• Smooth and sparse latent factors correspond to various types
of basketball behavior and spatial configurations of fruit flies.
6.1 Basketball shot prediction
Ball handler shooting profiles. In competitive basketball play,
shots at the basket happen throughout the court and peak at certain
hot-spot locations at short range (close to the basket), medium range
(between the basket and 3-point line) and long range (at the 3-point
line or beyond). Inspecting the smooth shooting profiles in Figure 8,
we see that all profiles are spatially cohesive and have small peaks
around different subsets of hot-spots. Profiles 1, 2 and 3 capture
medium range and long range hot-spots, while profile 4 covers the
short-range zone. In contrast, the sparse shooting profiles are more
spatially concentrated and activate only on specific hot-spots. For
example, profile 5 covers 2 hot-spots to the far left and right side at
the back of the court and profiles 7 and 8 only activate on the short
range zone directly around the basket.
This leads to an attractive semantic interpretation: smooth shoot-
ing profiles describe inconsistent players that tend to shoot from
many locations throughout the basketball court, whereas sparse
shooting profiles capture consistent players that shoot from only
specific hot-spots. Figure 9 show the latent factor activations Aak
andUa,k of 6 players that can be grouped as such: players 1, 2, and
3 are consistent; players 4, 5, and 6 are more inconsistent.
Defender influence profiles. The bottom row of Figure 8 depicts
four dense defender profiles C and four sparse defender profiles
W . The first two dense profiles capture defender suppression in
front of the ballhandler across the entire court, since the compan-
ion shooting profiles (1 and 2) are diffused throughout. In contrast,
the first two sparse defender profiles (5 and 6) describe defender
influence specifically at long range, which has a more peaked be-
havior. The last two sparse profiles (7 and 8) describe ballhandlers
that are prone to shoot with a defender close by. This is likely due
to confusing correlation with causation, since players close to the
basket tend to shoot, even though typically a defender is close by.
6.2 Fruit fly behavior
Configuration profiles. Figure 11 depicts a sample dense and a
sparse learned profile that are interpretable. In the dense profile,
the fly extends at least one wing which defines wing extension,
a sign of courtship. The sparse profile similarly captures more
concentrated spatial characteristics, when the flies are close. Such
wing configurations are important in both aggressive and courtship
behavior, when the two flies interact closely to each other.
Actions and behaviorial types. Figure 10 provides a more holistic
view across all actions in the Fly-vs-Fly dataset. For example, we see
that lunge and wing threat have similar activations. This is natural:
the former is active physical aggression, while the latter can be
interpreted as a fly showing a preview of physical aggression to
intimidate the other fly. We observe that both dense and sparse
profiles are useful for modeling a wide range of actions/tasks.
7 DISCUSSION
Our adaptive multi-resolution approach learns models at a fixed
global resolution at each stage. An open problem remains how to
learn at different resolutions locally, i.e. by finegraining individual
cells rather than all. Such methods could be used to learn the dy-
namics in systems that intrinsically behave differently at different
resolution, such as many dynamical systems. Local gradient statis-
tics could be used in this case to decide when and which cells to
finegrain to optimize model performance.
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Figure 9: Basketball player latent factor activation weights
Aak for the samemodel as in Figure 8with 10 smooth factors
(k = 1 . . . 10) and 10 sparse factors (k = 11 . . . 20).
Figure 10: Fly action latent factor activation weightsAak for
a model with 10 smooth (k = 1 . . . 10) and 10 sparse latent
factors (k = 11 . . . 20). Similar actions activate similar factors.
Figure 11: Left: Smooth normalized profile in BbkCck over
facing angles and wing angles. Right: Sparse profile. Red
(blue) means positive (negative). Example spatial configura-
tions of a pair of flies are shown for the extremal regions
of the profile. The reference fly (green) always points to
the right, with the second fly at various facing angles. The
dense profile describes a fly that extends exactly one wing,
the maximal (minimal) wing length is large (small) and is
turned towards the other fly. The sparse profile activates
highly when the legs of the two flies are close and the ref-
erence fly keeps both wings close to his body.
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1 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
1.1 Computational Complexity Analysis
Lemma 1.1. Given a fixed point iteration operator with a contrac-
tion factor of α ∈ (0, 1), the computational complexity of a fixed-
resolution training for a P dimensional tensor with rank r is
O
(
1
| logα | ·
1
log(1 − α)ϵ ·
(
1
rp(1 − α)2ϵ
))
Proof. at high level, we prove this by choosing a small enough
resolution d such that the approximation error is bounded with a
fixed number of iterations.
LetW⋆d be the optimal estimate at level d andWt be the esti-
mate at step t . Then we have
∥W⋆ −Wt ∥ ≤ ∥W⋆ −W⋆d ∥ + ∥W⋆d −Wt ∥ ≤ ϵ . (1)
Choose a fixed resolution d that is small enough such that
∥W⋆ −W⋆d ∥ ≤
ϵ
2 , (2)
then the termination criteria
∥W⋆ −W⋆d ∥ ≤
C0d
(1 − α)2 (3)
gives
d = Ω((1 − α)2ϵ). (4)
InitializeW0 = 0 and iterate over t times such that:
α t
2(1 − α) ∥Td (W
0)∥ ≤ ϵ2 , (5)
Given thatW0 = 0, hence ∥Td (W0)∥ ≤ 2C , we obtain that
t ≤ 1| logα | · log
2C
(1 − α)ϵ , (6)
the computational complexity of the fixed resolution training is
t = O
(
1
| logα | ·
1
log(1 − α)ϵ ·
(
1
drp
))
(7)
= O
(
1
| logα | ·
1
log(1 − α)ϵ ·
(
1
rp(1 − α)2ϵ
))
. (8)
Lemma 1.2. [1] For each resolution level [d0,d1, · · · ,dn ], there
exists a constant C1 and C2, such that the fixed point iteration with
discretization size d has an estimation error:
T (W) −Td (W) ≤ C1 + αC2∥W∥d . (9)
Proof. The approximation error of a function with discretiza-
tion is bounded if the target function is Lipschitz continuous. We
have
T (W + ∆W) = T (W) + α∆W, (10)
and
∥T (W) −T (∆W))∥ ≤ α ∥W − ∆W∥. (11)
Here T (W) is bounded by C1 and ∆W is bounded by C2d . By
definition of the fine-graining criterion, we know that for every
resolution d ∈ [d0,d1, · · · ,dn ], the discretized operatorTd satisfies:
∥Td (W) −W)∥ ≤
C0d
α(1 − α) . (12)
If the estimation error is small enough, the algorithm terminates.
Otherwise, we fine-grain and useWd to initialize the algorithm at
the next resolution. Let the termination criterion at level dn be
C0dn
(1 − α)2 ≤
ϵ
2 . (13)
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